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Thank you for watching the presentation
about How to Prepare Your Finances for a
Rising Tax Environment!
I’m confident that, at this point, you have
a deeper understanding about the role
taxes play in your long-term financial
outlook.
Here is the promised material to help you
maximize your retirement income.

To Build a Tax Smart Saving Strategy, build tax-free buckets of wealth with these strategies:
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Fund Roth IRA
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After-Tax 401(k) Contributions
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Roth 401(k) Contributions

Allows you to grow your money tax-free. You pay your tax on
the money you contributeand, it grows tax-free and your
distributions in retirement will also be tax-free. The limits to
yearly contributions are $6,000 under age 50 and $7,000 over
age 50.

For who max out the contributions and want to save more into
a plan (maximum of $58,000 in 2021). So, if you max out your
contributions at 19,500, you’re still able to contribute up to
$38,500 to the after-tax account. Plus when you leave your
employer, you can roll your balance over into a Roth IRA with a
conversion of the after-tax dollars in your plan.

Fund your workplace Roth 401(k) instead of traditional.:
No income limits on contributions
Contribute up to $19,500 or $26,000 if over age 50
Matching contributions still go into Traditional 401(k).
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Use Non-Qualified Brokerage Account

Manage investments to create long-term capital gains. This will
help protect asset accumulation from higher taxes due to rising
income tax rates by better managing and offseting gains and
losses at lower long-term capital gains rates.
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HSA contributions
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Backdoor Roth IRA
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Real Estate Investments
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Indexed and Variable Non-Qualified Annuities

If available to you, get an investment strategy for those funds
and use for healthcare costs in retirement only.
You get a tax deduction on your contribution.
Your money grows tax-free.
Your distributions are tax-free.

Maximum of $6,000 ($7,000 over age 50) as a nondeductible contribution to a traditional IRA account
Convert traditional to Roth IRA. - no income taxes
Only can execute this strategy if you have no other
Traditional IRA balances in your name. Consider spousal
backdoor Roth IRA if there are no balances in his/her name.

The sale of investment real estate gets capital gains treatment
and there are many tax advantages such as the ability to claim
depreciation and the ability to write off investment expenses
that make this an excellent tax-shelter to grow wealth.

This gives market-like returns. Although growth is deferred
taxation to retirement, exclusion ratios apply to income in these
products allowing large monthly payments with only fractional
amounts counting as earned income.

Whole, Variable, or Indexed Life insurance

For more conservative portion of a portfolio without market risk, consider small amounts of Whole, Variable, or Indexed Life
insurance. The benefits include conservative returns, death benefits tax free and cash value can be loaned out without income tax.

Slowly but surely, you can start removing risk. Schedule Your 30-Minute Meeting Today!

